Teaching Mr. Stimson
By Peter K. Frost
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or some time now, I have taught a mixed lecture and discussion class on the atom bomb, primarily by using Secretary of
War Henry Stimson’s February 1947 Harper’s Magazine
article “The Decision to Use the Atomic Bomb.”1 As many EAA
readers no doubt know, Secretary Stimson wrote this article in
response to a request by Harvard University President James Conant,
a distinguished scientist who had himself worked on the bomb and
hence was worried about a number of Americans who criticized the
use of this awful weapon on essentially civilian targets.2 Stimson’s
article attempted to explain in non-technical language why he felt it
necessary to drop both the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs. His aim,
some have suggested, was not only to refute the bomb’s American
critics and maintain American support for a Cold War nuclear arsenal, but also, perhaps, to deal with personal doubts that both he and
President Conant could not help but have.3
To make the discussion on the atom bomb work, students must
of course be familiar with the basic background. Through text reading (any standard one will do),4 students learn such things as the military situation in 1945, Japanese peace feelers to the USSR, Prince
Konoe Fumimaro’s grave fears that the end of the war would lead to
social unrest, and the surrender terms as spelled out in the Potsdam
Declaration of July 1945.5 I also make sure that my students are
familiar with such basic chronology as the dates of the dropping of
the Hiroshima bomb (August 6, 1945), the USSR’s entry into the
war (August 8), the Nagasaki bomb (August 9), the first “conditional” Japanese offer to surrender (August 10), and the Emperor’s final
surrender broadcast (August 15).
While I would also love to have my students explore the complex Japanese reactions to the bomb on their own (a wealth of good
English language material exists),6 the course that I am asked to give
has to cover so much ground that I must explain some of these feelings in class. Among common reactions, I say, are not only horror at
the deaths, the suffering, and the long term medical effects suffered
by bomb victims (hibakusha), but also anger at the Japanese militarists for trying to fight such a powerful enemy, disillusionment that
the Allies would try Japan’s leaders for war crimes while avoiding
discussion of their own, a realization that the Japanese people must
encourage modern science for Japan to compete in the modern
world, a deeply religious and rather mystical sense that Japan’s sufferings somehow cleansed it of its own sins, and a hope that this
awful tragedy would end future wars.
To underscore these complex reactions, I ask the students to
think about two events. Why, I ask my students, do you suppose that
the Showa Emperor [Hirohito to Americans] made one of his first
public tours to Hiroshima on December 8, 1945, the anniversary of
the Pearl Harbor attack?7 Why did one of the students I long ago
sent to rural Japan to teach English suddenly get three separate invitations on August 6 to go out for drinks with the boys? The point of
all of this is that whether or not “the boys” are rightists trying to

defend Japan’s honor or leftists trying to ban nuclear weapons,
Japanese argue that their experience is unique. Indeed, I argue many
Japanese are convinced that the United States would not have
dropped the bomb on a nation of white people. That the bombs were
not ready by the time of the German surrender does not appease this
group; some American historians are inclined to agree.8
Stimson’s article, I go on to say, forms an ideal way to discuss
these radically different points of view. My aim is not to say that the
bomb is right or wrong, racist or not, but rather to see how those
opposed to the bomb might react to what Stimson wrote. Put another
way, Stimson’s article reflects a dominant (but not unchallenged)
American view of the bomb-dropping that is at odds with what many
Japanese believe. We can best understand the differences, I continue,
when we try to imagine how those opposed to the bomb might look
at four of Stimson’s basic points.
(1)
The first is that “The possible atomic weapon was considered to be a
new and tremendously powerful explosive, as legitimate as any other
of the deadly explosive weapons of war.” “The face of war,” Stimson writes, “is the face of death.”9 How, we may ask, are dropping
two atom bombs worse than the horrendous Allied fire bombings of
other Japanese and German cities, or the war-induced famines and
the almost unimaginable cruelties inflicted on helpless citizens
throughout Asia? All wars are awful. Haven’t American commanders the right to use every weapon they have, or, in historian (and
World War Two veteran) Paul Fussell’s words, to “thank God for
the atomic bomb”?10
Three possibilities suggest themselves. One is to get students to
note from Stimson’s own words how worried top officials were that
this enormously expensive project might not work.11 Would there
not be tremendous pressure to drop the two bombs to prove that the
enormous expense was justified? Another possibility is to use an
important memorandum that Stimson quotes to bring up the old dispute about whether or not the Americans dropped the bombs to scare
the Communist world. Stimson’s memo states that “an appreciation
by the leaders of our country of the power of this new weapon”
might lead to “a pattern in which the peace of the world and our civilization can be saved.” Did this statement suggest that the United
States should drop the bombs to get the USSR to back off?12 Here I
stress that while most US historians now think that Cold War considerations were at best an additional, but certainly not an essential, reason for dropping the bomb, many Japanese might well think otherwise.13
Finally—and it is startling how long it sometimes takes students
to notice this—Stimson fails to mention that the two atomic bombs
were radioactive. Even had the students not been exposed to the rich
literature, art, and film portrayals of the “black rain,” most are
Godzilla fans who can easily recognize—when prompted—how
much of postwar Japanese culture is affected by the belief that radia25
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for her reconstruction as a responsible member of the family of
nations.” Conversely, “the attempt to exterminate her armies and her
population by gunfire will tend to produce a fusion of race solidarity
and antipathy that has no analogy in the case of Germany.”20 To
avoid an awful bloodbath, Stimson implies, the US must dramatically show the Japanese that the Americans have to ability to annihilate
the entire nation.
When asking students to construct a counter argument, I begin
by pointing out that there is no historical evidence to support Secretary Stimson’s assertion that the invasion of Japan was “expected to
cost over a million casualties to American forces alone.” We simply
do not know why Stimson chose to put this exaggeration into his
1947 article.21 What we can do is discuss whether the actual number
of predicted casualties matters. Isn’t an American President’s first
priority to save his own troops?
I then ask students to comment on Stimson’s assertion that the
Japanese were different from the Germans. While it is easy enough
to imagine American officials thinking this in the era of the
Kamikaze, students might debate whether Germany also had a
“fusion of race solidarity and antipathy” that made them fight to the
end. Conversely, students might discuss whether Stimson’s distinctions between Japan and Germany do indeed suggest that Germany
might not have had one of their “dual target” cities atom-bombed for
its shock value.
Yet when all is said and done, the class ought to see that the
notion of a “shock” is essential to both Stimson and his critics. Stimson quotes Dr. Karl Compton, another atomic scientist, approvingly
when Compton stated that “it was not one atom bomb or two, which
brought surrender; it was the experience of what an atom bomb
would do to a community, plus the dread of many more, that was
effective.”22 Compare this with the Japanese Cabinet Secretary
Sakomizu Hiratsune’s comment that “The A-bomb provided an
excellent help because the A-bomb sacrificed many people other
than Japanese military men. This provided us with an excuse that
America would not refrain from doing such evils, that therefore there
would be no other choice but to cease the war to save many innocent
Japanese citizens. If the A-bomb had not been dropped [,] we would
have had great difficulty to find a good reason to end the war.”23
Oddly, both men accept the need for a shock; the difference is that
one man sees it as noble, the other as evil.
Where, then, is the class left? Not, I would argue, with an
absolute judgment of right or wrong—students themselves will have
to decide that. Also not, then, a “politically correct” class, whether of
the conservative or liberal persuasion, that stresses the judgment of
the instructor. Indeed, my class does not limit itself to historical
facts, not least because we are trying to understand myths, unscientific beliefs, and the sort of might-have-beens that historians delight
in calling “counterfactuals.” My purpose is rather to get students to
see how different nations or cultures can construct radically different
“master narratives”24 or dominant historical explanations from the
same bits of evidence, and how, in this case, these different formulations were used to comfort the Americans who destroyed and the
Japanese who surrendered. I do this because, like many Americans, I
was upset when popular protests and the US Congress aborted the
Smithsonian Museum’s attempt to balance these two points of view
in a planned fifty-year retrospective on the bombs.25 I can only hope
that my attempts to discuss the Stimson article in this way not only
encourages my class to use an important primary source to make up

their own minds about whether the bomb was “right” or “wrong”,
but also helps the next generation to try to imagine the views of
those with whom they disagree. n
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